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We’d like to remind you of some ﬁnancial
matters that should be addressed prior to
year-end. We encourage you to complete
year-end money movements such as gifting to
individuals, and gifting of stocks to charities by
December 11, 2020. This will help us to better
serve you and give your custodian time to
complete the transactions. Please keep in
mind, Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs)
are not required this year.
If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to reach out to us at 503.906.9624 or
800.685.7884 as well as by sending an email
to mecatala@nwic.net.
WELCOME UMA
The Northwest family grew a little bigger on July
31, 2020 at 2:14 AM, when our Portfolio
Manager Alex Dolle and his wife Vanessa
welcomed their second daughter, Uma Scargo
Dolle, bringing a little cheer at a much-needed
time. Alex, Vanessa, and their older daughter,
Ella, look forward to introducing Uma to the
beauty of Oregon’s outdoors. Alex tells us it’s a
great time to have a baby because who can sleep
these days anyway!? We wish them the best!

Please contact us: (1) If
there is a change in your
ﬁnancial situation,
investment objectives, or
risk proﬁle, (2) For
questions about your
portfolio or to set up a
quarterly review, (3) If you
are not receiving
statements from your
custodian, (4) If you want
to impose reasonable
restrictions on the
management of your
portfolio, or (5) if you just
want to say Hello!

MORTGAGE INTEREST RATES
Written by Guest Writer
Nels Ericson, CrossCountry Mortgage, LLC
Although the year 2020 has been quite
challenging from many perspectives, the
residential mortgage-lending industry has not.
Due to historically low interest rates that are
driving the reﬁnancing craze, and COVID-19
protocols driving housing trends, funded loan
volumes are at a nearly all-time record pace.
Dovetailing nicely with this volume trend was
the revelation by most every major mortgage
lender that these record numbers could be
and were achieved with the vast majority of
their employees home-oﬃced, making this a
nearly perfect industry in which to be
conducting business at quite healthy proﬁt
margins, especially given the otherwise
devastating eﬀects COVID-19 has had on the
economy worldwide.
Why are mortgage interest rates so low?
Pandemic-driven economic countermeasures
by the Federal Reserve and US Treasury are
mostly
behind
this
phenomenon.
Quantitative easing (QE) occurs when the
Federal Reserve Bank buys US Treasuries and
MBS (mortgage-backed securities) as they are
auctioned. This increases demand for those
instruments, causing an increase in their
prices while simultaneously lowering their
yields-which always move inversely to price.
Since Treasury yields are the basis for all
long-term interest rates, the QE process keeps
them historically low, including ﬁxed-interest
rate mortgages. The most recent use of QE
began on March 15th, 2020 when the Fed
Continued on Page 6

Northwest Calendar
Nov. 26 - Thanksgiving - Oﬃce Closed
Nov. 27 - Early Market Close - Oﬃce Closed at 11 AM
Dec. 11 - Year End Money Movement Deadline
Dec. 24 - Christmas Eve - Oﬃce Closed at 11 AM
Dec. 25 - Christmas Holiday - Oﬃce Closed
Jan. 1, 2021 - New Year’s Day - Oﬃce Closed
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STOCKS
Stocks had a terriﬁc third quarter, with the S&P 500
up 8.5%, the Russell 2000 up 4.6%, and the NASDAQ
up 11.0%. Supporting this performance is the
consensus that interest rates will stay low for at least
several years, data that points to the economy
continuing its bounce oﬀ lows earlier in the year
(consumer spending and hiring both continue to tick
up), stimulus packages, and the number and progress
of Covid vaccine candidates in the works. Conversely,
investors seem to be downplaying the anticipated
mid-teens proﬁt decline of the S&P, the still high
unemployment numbers and shuttered businesses,
and any chaos arising from the upcoming election.
We are a bit cautious on stocks right now, but also
cognizant that alternative investments (cash and
bonds) are not terribly attractive either. As an aside,
some of the best performing assets for the quarter
were Lean Hogs (+61.15%), Nymex Natural Gas
(+44.32%), and Comex Silver (+26.38%). At the
bottom of the list were S&P Energy (-20.86%), the
Turkish Lira (-11.23%), and Orange Juice (-10.68%).
The rise in technology stocks and their weightings as
components of the S&P is a worrisome feature of the
market’s advance. Within the S&P, Apple represents
7.3% of the Index, Microsoft 5.9%, Amazon 5.0%, the
two classes of Alphabet 3.4%, and Facebook 2.4%. As
a sector, Information Technology is now over 25% of
the Index (Healthcare is the next largest at about
15%). The average price-to-earnings ratio within the
Information Technology sector is about 32x (the
average from the last 20 years is 26x), or 26x for the
next 12 months. So, you have the largest sector of
the Index trading well above its average p/e ratio.
While we aren’t screaming “Sell!,” it does make us
cautious. We own some of these stocks, and they
have signiﬁcantly aided performance, but we are
spending far more research time on areas and stocks
that have lagged and which may represent a better
trade-oﬀ between risk and return.

have the ﬁnancial wherewithal or government
support to endure these many months of nonexistent
or reduced revenues. Think about local restaurants,
retailers like Brooks Brothers (which ﬁled for bankruptcy on July 8th) or J.C. Penney (which ﬁled late in
Q2), or perhaps your dry cleaners. Meanwhile,
companies like Wal-Mart, Amazon, Microsoft, Zoom,
and many others survived and thrived. If you recall,
we wrote earlier in the year that one of our ﬁrst
actions as the country shut down was to again dig
into the balance sheets – speciﬁcally the debt structure – of the holdings in the portfolios to ensure they
could survive a severe downturn. That early analysis
has served us well.
There was a dearth of noteworthy news throughout
the portfolios, perhaps a function of the type of
business environment in which we are. We continue
to focus our research eﬀorts on stocks that oﬀer
attractive trade-oﬀs between return and risk. We
look at a lot of stocks that are fairly valued, but if a
pullback occurred, are the kinds of businesses we
would be interested in purchasing for clients. Cash
isn’t terribly attractive right now as it earns basically
zero, but it does oﬀer itself as dry powder to take
advantage of opportunities that are presented.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
AND THE MARKET
Some of you have asked about whether it
makes sense to adjust your portfolio in light of
the coming election. Our answer is, “no.”
Historical stock prices are correlated with
earnings not the party which controls the
White House (see chart below).
Stocks Have Continued Higher Regardless of Presidential Party

Tacking on to the above comments, one of the notable features of the worldwide shut down has been
the degree of the “haves” and the “have-nots” in the
business world. Certainly the “have-nots” include
many mom-and-pop businesses who simply did not
© 2020 Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC
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BONDS
For this quarter’s commentary on the bond
market, we have asked a mostly hypothetical panel
of ﬁxed income and banking professionals to weigh
in virtually on common questions and concerns we
received over the quarter. We hope you ﬁnd the
format informative and interesting, and if you
happen to notice that we selected one of your
questions, don’t be embarrassed, be ﬂattered! The
panel is being moderated by Morgan Freeman, but
owing to the medium of the newsletter you will
simply have to imagine his voice asking the
questions.
Morgan - Question 1: The Fed has dropped
interest rates to zero in response to the
coronavirus pandemic and plans to hold them
there for the foreseeable future. Why did they do
this and what impact has it had on bond portfolios?
Jerome Powell (Chair of the Federal Reserve): This
is mostly correct. At the Fed we do not control all
interest rates. We set our policy rate, a very
short-term lending rate known as the Fed funds
rate. We seek to inﬂuence other, longer interest
rates through a range of tools. When the economy
stumbles, we want to provide plenty of liquidity to
the system, oﬀer incentives to keep banks lending
to businesses, and make rates aﬀordable to
consumers like home buyers. We do indeed plan to
hold rates at or near zero for a good while (see the
dot plot below). Each dot represents the opinion of
a Fed open market committee member on the
appropriate level of interest rates. We can see the
dots clustered near zero until at least 2023.
As for the second part of the question, I’m not an
investment professional, so I cannot say with

certainty what the impact has been, but I suspect
that due to the inverse relationship between
interest rates and bond prices, many bond
portfolios increased in value. I also suspect, that
due to the mechanics of bonds, the longer the
duration of one’s bond portfolio the better it
performed as rates decreased.
Bill Gross (Oft-quoted Bond manager who
co-founded PIMCO and formerly of Janus
Henderson): The Fed dropped rates and began
buying trillions in outstanding debt in response to
the unfolding crisis, but have likely gone too far and
should either sit put for the time being or
formulate a plan to eventually unwind some of
their intervention so the markets regain conﬁdence
to function on their own and don’t suﬀer from
long-term distortions. Being a legendary
investment professional, I have made major
wagers and calls on the direction of interest rates
throughout my career. For instance, see the below
headline from a 2013 Wall Street Journal Interview
I did and a corresponding interest rate chart:

As I forecast so boldly, the bull market in
bonds…wait, never mind. You can’t get all the
predictions correct…
Alex Dolle (NWIC Bond Portfolio Manager): First
oﬀ, let me say, it is truly an honor to share panel
space with you all. And ouch, Bill, I hope people
don’t double check my predictions! I will defer to
my colleagues’ answers for the ﬁrst part of the
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higher, even as the Fed targets low rates. To me, this is good
news for clients worried that their bond portfolios will be
subject to low rates for years to come. Since Jerome and Bill
shared charts, I’ll add one of my own.

question. The 10-yr US Treasury, which began the year with a
yield of 1.92%, ﬁnished the third quarter at 0.68%, near record
lows, as the Fed dropped its policy rate to zero in response to
the coronavirus pandemic. Bonds, represented by the
Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Index surged 6.8% year to
date, though most of the gains came in the second quarter.
Our intermediate bond portfolios, which generally have a
shorter duration (maturity) than the broader bond market,
had performance in line with the broader market and above
our benchmark.
Morgan - Question 2: Ok, so now we better understand what
the Fed did and its impact on bond portfolios, what is the
outlook for bonds going forward? With rates forecast to be
that low for that long, should I even continue to hold bonds?
We will begin with Alex for this question.
Alex: As Jerome said earlier, the Fed does not control the
entire yield curve. The yield curve is a collection of interest
rates along a maturity spectrum that starts with the shortest
bonds, those under a month, and goes out more than 30
years. The Fed’s policy rate can anchor the short end of the
yield curve, but market forces such as inﬂation and GDP
growth expectations can cause the intermediate curve
(where we typically buy bonds) and the longer end to move

The red line shows the diﬀerence between the yield on the
10-yr and 2-yr Treasuries. That diﬀerence, or spread, is a good
indication of how steep the yield curve is, or rather, how
opportunities for yield exist even when the Fed has rates in
check. The higher the red line, the higher the available bond
yields for intermediate bond portfolios. The blue line, which
for most of the chart is near zero, is the actual Fed policy rate.
What we see is that even with rates anchored at zero for
much of the time between 2009 and 2015, opportunities did
arise to buy bonds with higher yields, despite the media’s
likely insistence that rates were rock bottom. We expect this
will again be the case and in fact we have seen an uptick in
that spread of late as the economy regains some lost footing
and the Fed has promised to target higher inﬂation. It will
however require patience and a continual monitoring of the
credit markets.
It is also good to occasionally revisit why we have bonds
within a balanced stock and bond portfolio. Bonds provide
income, as do stocks. Bonds can oﬀer price appreciation, as
do stocks. Bonds are liquid, as are stocks (though prices may
vary greatly from purchase). But bonds oﬀer protection
against market volatility and falling stock prices. Bonds are
subject to their own price drops, but a bond portfolio with an
allocation to government bonds, in addition to corporate
bonds, will either fall by much less than stocks, or may even
increase in price, oﬀsetting temporary losses elsewhere in the
portfolio. Not many questioned owning bonds when stocks
were receding 1,000 points a day on the Dow earlier this year.
Jerome: I want to reiterate that I am not an investment
professional. I use academic models, experience, and the
counsel of my fellow committee members to help guide the
economy. We believe we are guiding the economy towards
higher growth and have tweaked our mandate on inﬂation to
allow it to run higher than normal (above 2%) for some time,
though it has not yet reappeared despite our infusion into the
capital markets and economy. Those actions and policy
positions are supportive of higher yields farther out on the
yield curve, like Alex said, in the intermediate to long-term
range.
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Bill: I made my name in bonds, but I’m practically a celebrity
these days. Celebrities don’t traﬃc in plain old boring bonds. I
like to weigh in on stocks more than bonds these days. In fact,
in my personal account, I like to trade derivatives, complex
options and swaps contracts, futures, structured and
collateralized loan obligations, and precious elements. I’m
short plutonium and long uranium. You probably wouldn’t
understand what I do. In fact, I barely understand it.

ending back in 2013, a negative interest rate is simply
associated with a certain price level of bonds. If there is
demand for the bond because of ﬂight to quality, or investors
are required to hold certain types of bonds as happens with
pension funds, then the price of the bond will go up, and the
yield, negative as it may be, will have to go lower. However, I
don’t see negative rates as sustainable long term, and betting
against negative rates was one of my fund strategies.

Morgan - Question 3: What on earth is accrued interest?

Alex: Negative rates as a concept are largely concentrated in
the world of sovereign bonds—government debt from around
the world. We invest for our clients either based on an
absolute yield level, which means not in comparison to
another rate, so long as the rate itself is attractive, or based on
a spread, or relative level. Government bonds may ultimately
yield close to zero, or in some rare cases below zero (as has
happened for the shortest US Treasuries from time to time
during recessionary events), but corporate bonds, and even
some government agency bonds, are likely to trade at a
spread—or higher level—than Treasuries, for as long as
capital markets are expected to stay rational. Though yields
are tight right now, since the Fed began buying corporate
bonds directly, there is inherent risk built into corporate
bonds. Our job at NWIC is to analyze a bond to understand if
the level of risk and the yield being oﬀered are
commensurate. If it is, we will add more corporate bonds to
accounts. If rates trend back up to attractive absolute levels,
we will add more government bonds.

Jerome: No clue.
Bill: It’s, umm, it’s…pass.
Alex: Glad you asked. We purchase most of our bonds on the
secondary market, from another investor, and most of these
bonds pay interest twice a year. Let’s take a bond with a
coupon date of June 30th. If we purchased this bond on
September 30th the previous owner would have received
their last coupon payment on June 30th and then held the
bond for three more months. As the new bondholder, we
need to compensate that investor for those three months
they were accruing (earning) interest. Likewise, if we sell this
bond before the next coupon, we will be compensated for the
time we held the bond and earned interest. Though accrued
interest appears to be an additional cost in the purchase price
of the bond, it’s not. The price of the bond is the price, and
your yield—or return—is based on the price you pay and the
amount of time you hold the bond.
Morgan - Question 4: It is one thing to have low interest rates,
or to value bonds in the short-term for their ability to prevent
drastic portfolio drops, but what about the prospect of
negative interest rates?
Jerome: Certain that my critics would like us to institute this
policy as other central bankers have done, notably in Europe
and Japan. For now, we aren’t considering the policy. We have
a deep tool kit and there is not much evidence to support that
such a drastic policy has helped spur the type of growth that
warrants such a dislocation in the normal function of ﬁnancial
markets. It is a particularly onerous policy on banks and can
have consequences concerning market liquidity.
Bill: Central banks can set negative interest rate policies, but
market forces, mainly supply and demand, can force rates
negative too. In a secular bull market, the kind I said was

Morgan: What are your closing thoughts and where do we go
from here?
Alex: I’ll take this one, gentlemen. Here’s the mantra: stay
diversiﬁed, stay the course, and stay present. And this year,
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when all else fails, take a deep breath. Diversiﬁcation is
key, but you need to be diversiﬁed in several diﬀerent
ways. Yes, it is smart to own stocks and bonds because
they often move in the opposite direction, but it is even
smarter to own diﬀerent types of stocks and diﬀerent
types of bonds. It makes sense to diversify geographically
by owning domestic and foreign stocks, diversify by
company size, by company sector, and by buying
investments which have stock-like risk, but are more
alternative in nature. In your bond portfolio, you will
experience less volatility by owning Treasuries and
government agency bonds. Within government agencies,
callable and non-callable bonds both play a role. Owning
municipal bonds can oﬀer tax beneﬁts to those with higher
incomes and taxable municipal bonds can oﬀer high
quality income and diversiﬁcation to tax-exempt and
deferred accounts. Within corporate bonds, diversify by
sector and credit quality, so long as the ﬁnancials support
the case. And of course, diversify your bond portfolio by
maturity, spreading bonds across a spectrum, whether your
needs call for a 5-year or 10-year ladder.

can work against you if you don’t stay with the plan,
rebalancing at least occasionally and redistributing
proceeds of maturing bonds farther out in your ladder. If
you try to choose which asset classes to use for
diversiﬁcation based on the latest trends, you are bound to
experience greater volatility and lower returns.
Stay present. Even the best and brightest cannot predict
the future, but not staying the course because you fear the
future will be counterproductive. We operate within the
conﬁnes of all available information to make informed
investment decisions with the prices available today and
the knowledge of what happened yesterday. This is the
best anyone can do, and it can lead to great success if
executed diligently over a long investment horizon.
Morgan: This was deﬁnitely one of the dryer projects I’ve
worked on, and I just narrated a four-hour Netflix special
on watching paint dry. But dryness aside, I learned that
bonds play a necessary, if important, role in NWIC client
portfolios. That concludes our panel. Thank you.

When we say stay the course, it is because diversiﬁcation

MORTGAGE INTEREST RATES
Continued From Page 1

announced it would purchase $500 billion in US Treasuries
and $200 billion in MBS. On March 23rd 2020 the FOMC
expanded QE purchases to an “unlimited amount.” By May
18th, 2020 its balance sheet had grown to $7 trillion. And
according to mortgage data ﬁrm Black Knight, servicers
originated more than 2.3 million reﬁnance loans in the 2nd
quarter of 2020, the highest volume in nearly 17 years.
So, while historically low rates are enabling existing homeowners to reﬁnance, lowering their housing payments,
consolidating debts, and tapping into the cash equity available in their homes’ values, there is also a very strong
purchase market occurring. A “ﬂight to the suburbs” for
more open spaces and increased square footage needed
for home-oﬃcing is behind this strength. Purchases of
second homes is increasingly popular as virtual meetings
and the “work from anywhere” mentality become the new
normal. The only thing hindering these trends (somewhat)
© 2020 Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC

is a relative lack of inventory available for sale.
While both the near-term and long-range uncertainties of
COVID-19 continue to impact our daily lives, it may be
prudent to review one’s mortgage ﬁnancing status to see
what ﬁnancial goals may be achieved. Lower payments,
debt consolidation, obtaining cash equity or purchasing a
new or second home may be something you are interested
in. If so, I am happy to answer any questions you might have
and provide expert direction in this area.
Nels Ericson,
CrossCountry Mortgage, LLC
503-539-0257
nels.ericson@myCCmortgage.com.
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NW BLUE CHIP GROWTH STOCKS
Relative to

NW EQUITY INCOME STOCKS

S&P 500
% of Total

Top 10 Stocks

Top 10 Stocks

% of Total

Apple Inc

8%

Caterpillar Inc.

7%

Microsoft

6%

Emerson Elec.

7%

Oracle Corp

5%

McDonalds

7%

Alphabet

4%

Clorox

7%

Accenture

4%

Paychex

6%

PepsiCo Inc

4%

Stanley Black & Decker

6%

Nike

4%

Blackrock

6%

United Parcel Service

4%

Sysco

5%

Procter and Gamble

4%

Price T Rowe

5%

Intel

3%

Abbott Labs

5%

NW INTERMEDIATE FIXED INCOME

NW SMALLER COMPANIES STOCKS

Top 10 Bonds

Coupon/Maturity

8%

Federal Farm CR BKS

2.080% Due 12-02-30

Fair Isaac Co.

6%

United States Treas NTS

2.000% Due 11-15-26

Insperity

5%

United States Treas NTS

2.250% Due 11-15-24

Microchip Technology

4%

Johnson & Johnson

2.950% Due 03-03-27

AMN Healthcare

4%

United States Treas NTS

2.250% Due 11-15-25

Expeditors

4%

United States Treas NTS

1.750% Due 09-30-22

Broadridge Fin Sol

4%

United States Treas NTS

2.250% Due 11-15-27

Mettler Toledo

4%

United States Treas NTS

3.125% Due 11-15-28

Allegion Pub Ltd

3%

United States Treas NTS

2.125% Due 12-31-22

Forward Air

2%

Agilent Technologies

3.200% Due 10-01-22

Top 10 Stocks

% of Total

Generac Holdings

MARKET INDEX DATA
Alternatives

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Timber

11.7%

0.8%

9.8%

Equity Indices

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Large Stocks (S&P 500)

15.1%

12.3%

14.1%

Small Stocks (Russell 2000)

0.3%

1.7%

8.0%

International Stocks (EAFE)

0.3%

0.5%

5.2%

Fixed Income Indices

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Intermediate G/C (Barclays Int.)

6.1%

4.3%

3.2%
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Disclosures
Please read this Disclosure section for a summary of changes made to our Form ADV Parts 2A & 2B, which we recently ﬁled with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). As a reminder, Registered Investment Advisers, like us, make at least annual ﬁlings with the SEC regarding changes in our business
practices and how we manage money for our clients. It is the summary of these changes that you will ﬁnd below in Disclosures. Should you want a complete
copy of our Form ADV, please do not hesitate to contact anyone here at Northwest Investment Counselors.
Material Changes
Item 7. We removed any reference to Foliofn.
Item 11. We removed any reference to Foliofn. We no long have clients custodied at Foliofn and have terminated our custodial relationship with Foliofn.
Item 14. We removed the disclosure regarding our arrangement with Wealth Management Inc. (WMi) since our contract with WMi expired in 2019.
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC Privacy Policy
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC, an investment advisory ﬁrm, is committed to safeguarding the conﬁdential information of its clients. We do collect
nonpublic personal information in order to open and administer your accounts with us and to provide you with accurate and pertinent advice. We hold all
nonpublic personal information you provide to us in the strictest conﬁdence. If we were to change our ﬁrm policy, we would be prohibited under the law from
doing so without advising you ﬁrst.
You may direct us to not make disclosures (other than disclosures required by law) regarding nonpublic personal information to non-aﬃliated third parties.
If you wish to opt out of disclosures to non-aﬃliated third parties please contact us at (503) 906-9624.
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC collects personal information about you from the following sources:
• Applications or other forms.
• Discussions with non-aﬃliated third parties.
• Information about your transactions with us or others.
• Questionnaires.
• Tax Returns.
• Estate Planning Documents.
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC uses your personal information in the following manner:
• We do not sell your personal information to anyone.
• We limit employee and agent access to information only to those who have a business or professional reason for knowing, and only to non-aﬃliated parties
as permitted by law. (For example, federal regulations permit us to share a limited amount of information about you with a brokerage ﬁrm in order to execute
securities transactions on your behalf, or so that our ﬁrm can discuss your ﬁnancial situation with your accountant or lawyer).
• We will provide notice of changes in our information sharing practices. If, at any time in the future, it is necessary to disclose any of your personal
information in a way that is inconsistent with this policy, we will give you advance notice of the proposed change so you will have the opportunity to opt out
of such disclosure.
• We maintain a secure oﬃce and computer environment to ensure that your information is not placed at unreasonable risk.
• For non-aﬃliated third parties that require access to your personal information, including ﬁnancial service companies, consultants, and auditors, we also
require strict conﬁdentiality in our agreements with them and expect them to keep this information private. Federal and state regulators also may review
ﬁrm records as permitted under law.
• We do not provide your personally identiﬁable information to mailing list vendors or solicitors for any purpose.
• Personally identiﬁable information about you will be maintained during the time you are a client, and for the required time thereafter that such records are
required to be maintained by federal and state securities laws. After this required period of record retention, all such information will be destroyed.
Disclaimer
The opinions and views expressed are those of Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC. They are current as of the date(s) indicated but are subject to
change. Any estimates, targets, and projections are based on Northwest’s research and analysis. No assurances can be made that any such estimate, target,
or projection will be accurate; actual results may diﬀer substantially.
Nothing contained herein should be construed or relied upon as ﬁnancial, legal, or tax advice. All investments involve risks, including the loss of principal.
Investors should consult with their ﬁnancial professional before making any investment decisions.
Some information has been taken directly from unaﬃliated third party sources. Northwest believes such information is reliable, but does not guarantee its
accuracy or completeness.
Speciﬁc securities mentioned may be used solely for example only and do not necessarily represent actual investments in any client portfolio.
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